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A．Introduction to the background
Digital

assets

witnessed

explosive

growth

in

2017.

According

to

coinmarketcap data, since early January 2017, the total market value of digital
assets has increased from US $17 billion to more than US $650 billion, and
exceeded US $800 billion in January 2018. With the rapid development of
blockchain underlying technology, traditional financial institutions continue to
enter the market, and the acceptance of relevant concepts and public awareness
continue to improve, the digital asset industry is bound to rise to a higher level in
2018. With the sharp growth of market value, digital asset trading is also
extremely popular all over the world. At the beginning of 2017, the global average
daily trading volume of digital assets was less than US $200 million, but this figure
reached US $67.7 billion in 2018, highlighting the huge market potential. At
present, the average daily trading volume of the world's top ten trading platforms
is about US $2 billion. Based on the handling fee of 0.1%, the single day income of
each trading platform has also reached US $1 million. With the rapid expansion of
the blockchain market, more investors will participate in digital asset trading, and
the trading platform still has huge room for growth.
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Real Coin aims to build the world's first digital asset social trading platform that
includes trading, information, social and other functions.

First, Real Coin will provide a diversified trading service system, including:

1. Comprehensive market information system: provide users with important
contents including but not limited to the market trend of each digital asset listed
and traded on the Real Coin trading platform, the change of main position
address, development progress, code update, community heat, trading volume,
capital inflow and outflow information, industry information and so on.

2. Documentary system: users can choose excellent investors they trust as their
documentary target for follow-up transactions. Secondly, Real Coin will provide
various forms of financial products. In addition to the existing mainstream digital
assets, the platform will also provide users with products such as pass futures,
pass options, indexes, funds, perpetual contracts and insurance products, as well
as financing and currency services to meet the needs of users with different risk
and return preferences.

3. At the same time, Real Coin will vigorously promote social transactions. In
addition to excellent investor tracking system, Real Coin will develop im instant
messaging system, build investor community and encourage users to exchange

and learn from each other. Community construction enriches the source of
investment information and assists investors in more comprehensive judgment
and operation. Individual investors can also establish communities to jointly
develop trading strategies and exchange investment experience. Meanwhile, Real
Coin will set up an investor education section to provide users with professional,
comprehensive and systematic digital asset investment education courses to help
platform users bid farewell to the blind spot of investment and become qualified
investors in the field of digital assets.

In addition to the above points, Real Coin will also establish a perfect protection
mechanism. Once the existing trading platform has loopholes or is stolen by
hackers, it is difficult to compensate the losses of users. In order to protect
platform users, Real Coin has set up an investor protection fund.

B．Industry pain points
2.1 safety
The importance of safety is self-evident. At present, the mainstream digital asset
trading platforms are mostly centralized trading platforms, which are very
vulnerable to external hacker attacks. Once there are loopholes, it will cause huge
losses to thousands of investors; At the same time, the reputation of the trading
platform will also be severely damaged, and the platform will be directly forced to
close down.

Crypto aware data show that since 2011, more than $1.7 billion of digital assets
have been lost due to hacker attacks or platform vulnerabilities, and more than
$670 million of digital currency has been lost in the first quarter of 2018 alone.

The Real Coin trading platform builds the whole system according to the security
requirements of the central bank. The development team has rich experience in
building the trading system. From the design of the underlying security
architecture of the system to the deployment of hot and cold wallets, the
international top security expert team will be responsible for ensuring the security
of the trading platform.

2.2 stability
Due to the large influx of investors, the daily average trading volume continues to
rise, and the infrastructure construction and server performance expansion of the
existing trading platform are insufficient, which is difficult to provide investors
with a stable and smooth trading experience; Slow transfer, system failure,
transaction card, etc. occur from time to time.

The Real Coin trading platform has the industry's top development and operation
and maintenance team, which can build a stable underlying architecture, realize
redundant switching of server clusters and real-time synchronization of multi node
data, and conduct 7 / 24-hour monitoring, so as to ensure the efficient operation

of the platform.

2.3 lack of user protection mechanism
Real Coin will establish a unique user protection mechanism to compensate for
user losses caused by systemic problems of the trading platform. From the current
development of the trading platform, the trading platform will hardly set up any
protection mechanism for ordinary users, and users can only bear the losses
themselves; The lack of user protection mechanism is a defect of current trading
platforms, and the targeted establishment of user protection mechanism is an
indispensable link in the development planning of trading platforms. On the one
hand, Real Coin will build the whole trading platform with the highest standard to
ensure the security of the platform; In addition, Real Coin will also establish a fixed
protection mechanism to compensate for user losses caused by systemic
problems of the trading platform.

2.4 lack of community construction
Community interaction is an important part of the current lack of digital asset
ecology. Due to the lack of communication among many investors, the community
effect cannot be formed. In fact, the expansion of digital asset ecology is
inseparable from community construction. A perfect community can strengthen
the connection between investors, so as to attract more users.

Real Coin provides a special interactive community. Users can establish a
community according to their own needs to exchange and share investment
experience, industry knowledge, project development and other contents.

2.5 lack of investor education
The threshold of blockchain and digital asset investment industry is high, and
users need to have a very cutting-edge knowledge system to become qualified
investors. At present, there are many blockchain education courses on the market,
but in fact, the content is mixed. Moreover, digital asset investment not only needs
to master blockchain related knowledge, but also needs to have correct
investment philosophy and professional investment knowledge. Looking at the
existing trading platforms, the investor education sector is still blank. The
establishment of the investor education sector on the trading platform can not
only improve the investment level of users, but also increase the viscosity of
existing users and attract more new users, which will provide sufficient power for
the sustainable development of the trading platform.

In order to make up for the lack of knowledge of investors in digital asset
investment, Real Coin will set up a professional investor education section. In
addition, Real Coin will also establish a column for excellent investors to
encourage excellent investors to share their investment ideas and investment
methods with community users.

2.6 lack of supervision
There is a serious lack of supervision on the existing trading platform. Users
cannot know whether the platform misappropriates their own pass or whether the
platform has carried out price manipulation. In fact, at present, some mainstream
trading platforms have been exposed to price manipulation, malicious closure of
digital asset recharge and other events. Therefore, how to improve transparency
and reduce information asymmetry between users and trading platforms is also
an important part of the development planning of trading platforms.

Real Coin will formulate Real Coin information disclosure system and review
system according to the lack of supervision, and establish corresponding internal
supervision mechanism to avoid the manipulation of market price by trading
platform.

2.7 insufficient market depth
The market depth of trading platform has a great impact on user experience and
investment cost. Users will spend a lot of time and cost to complete an ordinary
transaction on a platform with insufficient transaction volume. Even compared
with a platform with high liquidity, it may cause certain economic losses. Due to
the lack of transaction depth, users will choose to give up trading on the platform
with insufficient transaction volume, resulting in a vicious circle, aggravating the
problem of insufficient depth of the trading platform, which has a great impact on

the development of the trading platform.

The Real Coin trading platform uses its rich experience in project identification to
introduce more high-quality projects to the platform and bring sufficient traffic;
Real Coin will also adopt the market maker mechanism and introduce qualified
institutions or individuals to provide sufficient liquidity for the platform to ensure
the vitality of the trading market. At the same time, the Real Coin trading platform
develops the whole network trading, and uses API to access the mainstream
exchanges in the market to fully improve the market depth.

C．Risk control system
3.1 system risk control
Database read-write separation mechanism: in the initial stage, system risk control
generally establishes mechanisms such as database master-slave replication, readwrite separation and sharding to ensure the synchronization and read-write
separation between the database of the trading system and the data of the risk
control system. System risk control generally only has the right to read the
required customer / account data and transaction data, so as to ensure the safety
and reliability of account data.

Cache / memory database mechanism: an efficient cache system is an effective
measure to improve performance. Generally, this mechanism will store frequently

used data in cache systems such as redis. Such as risk control rules, risk control
case base, intermediate result set, black-and-white list, preprocessing results,
transaction parameters, billing template, clearing and settlement rules, profit
sharing rules and other data. For some high-frequency transactions, based on
performance considerations, memory database will be used for storage (generally
combined with SSD hard disk).

RPC / SOA Architecture: reduce the coupling between trading system and system
risk control. When there are few system services in the initial stage, message
middleware such as rabbitmq / ActiveMQ or RPC are generally directly used to call
inter system services. When there are more system services and service
governance problems, SOA middleware such as Dubbo will be used to realize
system service invocation. Composite event processing (CEP): real-time / quasi
real-time transaction risk control. Compared with the purely rule-based processing
mode, the composite event processing (CEP) mode has better performance and
scalability.

3.2 operational risk control
Operational risk is inherent in the operation and management activities of the
trading platform. Real Coin takes operational risk management as an important
part of its own risk control system. The so-called operational risk refers to the risk
of loss caused by imperfect or problematic internal procedures, personnel and

external events. Real Coin's operational risk control system is to effectively identify,
evaluate, detect, control and report operational risks through comprehensive
internal supervision under the framework of comprehensive risk management, so
as to ensure the normal, continuous and stable development of platform business.

Real Coin establishes a special compliance and risk management department,
which is responsible for the organization and implementation of specific work of
operational risk management. The specific responsibilities include:

1. Take the lead in organizing the formulation, revision and improvement of
various business systems and processes of the trading platform to effectively
prevent operational risks.

2. Assist relevant business and support departments to identify, evaluate, detect
and control the operational risks of corresponding business lines or relevant
departments

3. Establish the handling and accountability mechanism for the operation risk time
of the trading platform and the investigation mechanism for the loss of operation
risk.

Regularly / irregularly conduct compliance inspection, analysis and evaluation on

the work and matters related to operational risk management of each business
and support department, and issue corresponding opinions and improvement
requirements. Monitor the key risk indicators of each business line of the trading
platform, and update and improve them regularly / irregularly according to the
changes of regulatory requirements and business development. Regularly analyze
and evaluate the management of operational risks of relevant business lines, and
collect and report the company's operational risk time and loss data.

3.3 product risk control
The first stage of product risk control mainly focuses on the due diligence before
product listing, including the rationality test of historical data and parameters in
the database, and the walkthrough test of the model by using historical
transaction data or standardized derivative contracts and their market value to
judge the rationality of its design.

The second stage of product risk control focuses on the stable operation of
products. By formulating standardized terms for the access of various financial
products and setting up locks for passing in the form of smart contracts, all
audited financial products will be released and sold on the shelves in the form of
blockchain decentralized data after they are launched, forming a wealth
management product library. At this stage, investors are free to choose products.
Each product will not mislead investors due to artificial background. The

descriptions of all listed products are supported by the data generated after strict
intelligent audit, and these data can never be changed or deleted.

3.4 new currency listing review
The Real Coin platform will establish a project review committee composed of
well-known institutions and professionals. The Committee has a number of
functional departments to review the listing procedures, codes, white papers, legal
compliance, finance and other aspects of the projects applying for listing.
Meanwhile, Real Coin will introduce an authoritative third-party rating agency to
independently review listed projects. For the review of all links in the listing and
trading of the project, Real Coin will introduce internationally renowned thirdparty authorities to participate together to ensure that the review results are true,
objective, reasonable and credible.

Review of listing procedures: for various currencies newly listed, the Real Coin
platform will first review whether they comply with the procedures, from the

application of listing projects, registration and filing of application documents,
submission to the Listing Committee for review, issuance of review opinions to
listing preparation.

Code review: the project review committee has a professional code review
department to conduct a comprehensive review on the architecture, readability
and maintainability of the newly listed currency code, the possibility of realizing
the code function and the security of the code system.

White paper review: in order to avoid the phenomenon of making up for the
number of white papers and to protect the rights and interests of investors, the
project review committee has set up a white paper review department to conduct
in-depth analysis and review of the authenticity and rationality of the white
paper.Legal compliance review: the project audit committee will also set up a
special legal audit department to review the legal compliance of each newly listed
currency, so as to ensure compliance with the legal requirements of the project
location and avoid relevant violation risks.

Financial Review: the project audit committee sets up a financial audit department
to review the certificate distribution disclosed in the white paper of the project,
and requires the project party to regularly disclose the use of raised funds, so as
to ensure the rationality of the use of funds by the project party.

D．Real Coin Digital Asset Social trading platform
4.1 products
4.1.1 currency trading area
Real Coin platform will connect with the whole network currency trading through
API interface to provide investors with sufficient digital asset trading. Currency
currency transactions are divided into three parts: mainstream currency area,
potential currency area and new currency area. The transaction price can adopt
market price transaction and limit price transaction, and users can conduct
transactions according to their own needs.

At the same time, in order to prevent users from placing wrong orders ("Oolong
index") from causing abnormal market price fluctuations and personal capital
losses, Real Coin trading platform Real time reminder service will be provided. The
specific rules are as follows: if the order placed by the user in the currency trading
area can be directly traded with the order in the current trading order, the system
will judge whether the deviation between the price corresponding to the
transaction depth and the opening price in the same direction exceeds 40%. If it
exceeds, the user will receive an exception reminder, otherwise the system will
match normally. For example, a user pays the market price of 100 BTC in the XRP /
BTC trading area (at this time, the selling price is 0.00012), and the system judges
that the latest transaction price after the completion of the order is 0.0002. At this
time, the deviation between the price corresponding to the transaction depth and

the opening price in the same direction is (0.0002-0.00012) / 0.00012 = 66.7% >
40%. The user will receive the following reminder: "your order price may be
abnormal, please confirm and place the order again".

4.1.2 OTC trading area
The Real Coin trading platform will also set up an OTC trading area and launch
OTC legal currency exchange. Users can directly exchange BTC, ETH, usdt and
other digital assets with legal currency in the OTC trading area. At present, Real
Coin will support the mainstream legal currency in the market.

4.1.3 token derivatives
Real Coin
Affected by market expectations and liquidity demand, the price of the pass
changes greatly. In order to reasonably hedge the risk of price changes, Real Coin
will develop the forward contract of pass. Like the forward contract in the
traditional financial market, the trading parties of the circular forward contract
agree to buy and sell a specific number of circular certificates at a specific price at
a specific time in the future. The contract requires to specify the subject matter of
the transaction, the period of validity, the execution price at delivery and so on.
The circular forward is an OTC trading mode, and there is no standardized format
for the size and specific content of the contract. At present, the Real Coin trading
platform develops corresponding forward contracts for the top 10 certificates in

market value. The delivery period is two weeks, one month and three months. It is
worth noting that, based on the fact that forward contracts are mostly used for
hedging and risk aversion rather than speculation, bulls in circular forward need
100% collateral as margin.

Take BTC forward as an example: assuming that EOS is very hot in the spot market
and the price is relatively stable, a holds EOS, but a wants to invest in a primary
market project in one month, and the project party only accepts BTC, so a needs
to exchange EOS into BTC in one month. Considering the huge risks in the token
market, a can place an order in the OTC section of the Real Coin trading platform
and buy BTC forward. The contract will specify the following contents: the
execution price of EOS to BTC; 1 month period; Number of deliveries.

Crypto swap

Two or more combined transactions with opposite directions and different
delivery periods. It flattens the positions held by traders in different periods to
zero, so as to avoid trading risks to a great extent. At the same time, it also
provides more flexible trading tools for high-risk investors. At present, the
platform provides swap products for the top 10 certificates in market value.

Crypto future
Compared with Tong Zheng forward, Tong Zheng futures is a more standardized
contract, which is specifically reflected in the unified regulation of the unit
quantity and delivery date of the contract by Real Coin. Therefore, Tong Zheng
futures adopts the trading platform trading mode of open bidding. At present, the
platform provides Tong Zheng futures with the top 10 market value.

Through the introduction of futures margin trading mechanism. In addition, in
order to ensure the effective circulation of the liquidity and ecology of the whole
market and prevent malicious short selling, the Real Coin platform will also
introduce a lending mechanism for short trading, so that the short trading will be
completed in the spot currency market, and the profits and losses of the futures
market will be settled on the expiration date of the contract. At present, the Real
Coin platform provides futures trading with the top 10 certificates in the market
value. The delivery period is one week, two weeks, one month and three months.
At present, the leverage ratio is up to 10 times.

Take 3-month BTC futures as an example:
Long:
A needs to do more than 3 months of BTC futures, and select a margin payment
rate of 10 times the leverage.

Short:
B need to short BTC futures for 3 months, and choose a margin payment rate of
10 times leverage

Real Coin
The Real Coin platform will launch pass options, which are divided into call crypto
option and put Real Coin, to meet diversified investment needs. Different from the
pass futures, the bulls of the pass option have the right rather than the obligation
of delivery, and the bears need to bear the obligation of delivery according to the
choice of the bulls.

Pure pass option: the pure pass option of Real Coin platform takes pass as the
target. At present, the pure pass option provided by the platform will be mainly
based on BTC, ETH, EOS, LTC and BCH, and the delivery period supported is 2
weeks, 1 month and 3 months. Real Coin's pure pass option provides investors
with a hedging tool. The buyer of the option has the option of delivery or not,
while the seller has the obligation of delivery. Therefore, the buyer needs to pay a
certain premium. The profitability of both parties depends on the price difference
between the market price and the exercise price at that time.

Take BTC option as an example:
BTC call option:
At t0 moment, a predicts that the BTC price will rise in the future, so he can buy a
one month BTC call option. Assuming that the option fee (P) is $500, the exercise
price (x) of the option is $6000. After three months, if BTC rises to $7000, the net
income after exercise will be $7000-6000-5,00 = $500. At the same time, we can

draw a breakeven point of $6500. As long as the BTC price after 3 months is higher
than the breakeven point, a, as the bull of the option, will make a profit.

However, if the price falls, the maximum loss of the option will not exceed the
purchase option cost (P). Assuming that the BTC price is $5500 after 3 months, a
purchased the option but chose not to deliver, the net loss is the option fee of the
call option of $500, and the maximum loss is also $500.

BTC put option:
At t0 moment, B expected that the BTC price would fall sharply in the future, so he
bought a 3-month BTC put option. Similarly, it is assumed that the option
premium (P) is $500 and the exercise price (x) of the option is $6000. After three

months, if BTC falls to $5000, the net income after exercise is 6000-5000-500 =
$500. At the same time, we can draw a breakeven point of $5500. As long as the
BTC price after 3 months is lower than the breakeven point, a, as a bull of the put
option, will make a profit. If the BTC price rises, the maximum loss of the option
will not exceed the purchase option fee (P). Assuming that the BTC price is $6500
after three months, a purchases the option and chooses not to deliver at this time,
the net loss is the option fee of the put option of $500, and the maximum loss is
also $500

Option pass index:
The stock index option is based on the index. Currently available on the platform
Real Coin30 index options, options based on other indexes will be launched in the
future, with delivery periods of 2 weeks, 1 month and 3 months.

Take one month's Real Coin30 as an example:
Real Coin30 call option

Crypto perpetual contract
The Real Coin platform will provide a perpetual contract, which can replicate the
situation of the spot market under the condition of high leverage. At present, Real
Coin provides up to 100 times of leverage. The contract will not be delivered and

can follow the reference price index through various mechanisms. The most
important mechanism is the capital cost of the price index, that is, the capital rate
is calculated according to the price index. The derivative instrument is suitable for
investors who prefer to hold positions for a long time and do not want the
position value to be affected by the fluctuation of basis and premium. At present,
the perpetual contracts provided by Real Coin platform include BTC / USD, ETH /
USD, LTC / USD and BCH / USD.

The quotation and profit and loss of the contract are calculated, and the quotation
and profit and loss of the perpetual contract are denominated in US dollars.

Contract calculation
Contract multiplier

1$

BTC quotation of contract

1$/ BTC

Profit and loss calculation

Contract quantity * multiplier * (1 / rising price - 1 /
closing price)

Payment time
The perpetual contract has no expiration date. The fund fee is calculated every 8
hours, and the fund receipt and payment will occur three times a day, at 00:00 UTC,
08:00 UTC and 16:00 UTC respectively. Only when positions are held at these time
points do capital fees need to be charged or paid. If the position is closed before
the charging time, there is no need to charge or pay the capital fee. For example,

at 8:00 p.m. UTC + 8 today, the multi warehouse will pay a certain proportion of
the fee, and the empty warehouse will receive the fee. In this process, the Real
Coin platform will not charge any capital fee.

Fee payment and calculation:
Capital expense = position value * swap compensation rate
If the swap compensation rate is positive, the fund fee will be paid for multiple
positions, and the fund fee will be charged for empty positions; If the rate is
negative, the opposite is true. The detailed calculation formula of swap
compensation rate will be published on the Real Coin platform.

Take the 100 times btcusd perpetual contract as an example:
A makes more than 100 BTCs, and the current price of BTC is US $6000, with a
total of 100btc * 6000 USD = 600000 contracts, that is, make more BTCs worth US
$600000. Under 100 times leverage, a needs to pay a deposit of 1% * 600000 = US
$6000
If the contract price rises to $7000 in a few days
A's profit will be: 600000 * (1 / 6000 - 1 / 7000) = 14.286 BTC;
If the swap compensation rate is positive at this time, at 00:00 UTC, multi
warehouse needs to pay fees.
If the contract price drops to $5000 in a few days
The profit of a is: 600000 * (1 / 6000-1 / 5000) = - 20 BTC.

Crypto fund
Fund type
Alphareal coinfund
Alphareal coinfund is an active fund. The type and weight of certificates in the
portfolio are determined by the fund manager. The goal of the fund is to obtain
excess returns beyond the basic index. The characteristics of high risk and high
return of the fund meet the needs of investors with high risk preference. Alphareal
coinfund's support team is composed of experienced professionals. At the same
time, the platform will regularly track the fund's income and release the fund
income report every week, month and quarter. The Real Coin platform of index
fund will also launch Index Fund (also known as passive Fund) - index Real Coin.
The fund attempts to replicate the performance of the underlying index and
obtain stable investment returns at a lower risk level by dispersing risks. The
tracking target index of indexreal coinfund is the Real Coin30 index.

Fund subscription and fixed investment
The subscription time of the two funds launched on the Real Coin platform
will be announced on the platform, and the subscription period is one month.
Both Funds adopt fixed investment, and the specific fixed investment scheme
(fixed investment time, fixed investment quota, etc.) can be selected by users. The
user's account will directly display the following contents:

Pass credit default swap (crypto CDs)
In order to ensure the effective operation of the whole trading market and
cooperate with the realization of short selling strategy, the Real Coin platform will
set up a lending market. In order to effectively transfer and dilute the default risk,
the platform launched the letter of credit default swap.
Multi short comparison

The CTD (cheapest to deliver) mechanism is the letter of credit for the Real Coin
platform

Default swaps provide the cheapest deliverable mechanism (CTD). First of all,
when a default occurs, the buyer of the pass credit default swap needs to send a
delivery notice NOPs (notice of physical set - settlement) to specify the subjectmatter pass that needs to be delivered. In the token market, due to the drastic
changes in the market and information, the decision whether to deliver or not may
change in the short term. For example, bulls notify bears to deliver the token debt
one hour ago, but after the market changes, the delivery will make bulls lose huge
profit opportunities. At this time, the Real Coin platform will automatically match
the underlying L / C information with the lowest price, and the bulls of L / C credit
default swaps will immediately buy and then deliver.

The key to realizing the cheapest deliverable mechanism is the standardization of
L / C credit default swaps. Therefore, the Real Coin platform fixes the interest
payment date of the letter of credit default swap at the end of each month. In
addition, the interest rate spread of credit default swaps will also be standardized.

4.1.4 innovative products
Insurance products
The Real Coin platform will provide innovative insurance products, and the Real
Coin platform will bear the investment risk of some users. At the initial stage, the
Real Coin platform plans to provide two innovative insurance products: new
currency breaking insurance, account security insurance and new currency

breaking insurance.
Real Coin platform provides new currency breaking insurance
The main purpose is to avoid the serious break of digital assets in new
transactions, resulting in heavy losses to users. The breaking of new currency
generally occurs when the project party runs away, the position makers
maliciously control the harvest of retail investors, the overall market downturn and
so on. It is generally difficult for users to detect and recover their losses.

Account security insurance

Similar to the current Alipay account security protection risk, once a security
vulnerability or a hacker attack causes the user to lose personal digital assets
stored in the Real Coin trading platform account, users who purchase account
security risk can get compensation from the Real Coin platform in accordance with

the product agreement.

Real Coin30 index
In order to provide diversified financial services and diversify investment risks,
Real Coin platform will launch a portfolio index including redemption application
and trading platform transfer functions - Real Coin30 index, which can track the
market situation in real time and build an "S & P 500" in the field of
communication. Investors can track the change of the coinreal real index under a
certain level of professional risk, and set the coinreal index to track the excess
return under a certain level of professional risk.

Sample space of component pass
The Real Coin index committee will select 30 high-quality tokens with high
liquidity and large market value in the current market as the index component to
build the Real Coin 30 index, the world's first trading platform token index. The
Real Coin30 index corresponds to a component pass, and the price of the
component pass depends on the market price of the trading platform. Ingredient
pass will be screened and adjusted according to market trends. In addition, the
Real Coin platform will also carry out the research and development of major
sector indexes. The first batch of sector indexes include the underlying chain
sector index. The composition pass of the index will be updated at the end of each
month according to the market situation, and the detailed changes of the

composition pass will be publicized on the Real Coin trading platform at the first
time after the update.

Weight of component pass

The selection of weight will be based on the core idea of traditional portfolio - the
construction of optimal portfolio, use the idea of trade theory, supplemented by
other elements in the field of securities investment, and comprehensively consider
risks and benefits. The quantification of weight will use machine learning
technology and back test continuously at the same time. The specific weight
proportion will be published on the Real Coin platform. The relationship between
the specific factors considered and the weight is reflected in the following aspects:

Index construction
After determining the component pass and the corresponding weight, the
weighted average method is used and the arithmetic square root is taken to
reduce the volatility.

Where: Pi, t is the price of the i-th component at time t, Qi, t is its market
circulation quantity at time t, and the initial index Real Coin300 is set to 100.

It is worth noting that the Real Coin30 index takes the average daily trading
volume of the previous quarter as the core index of sample selection, so as to
reduce the impact of one-day price fluctuation and better reflect the liquidity level
of digital assets during the review period. Adjusting the Real Coin30 index will
calculate the yield of the pass portfolio at the end of each month, track price
changes in real time and establish a complete database. Then compare and
analyze with the overall market, and regularly adjust the weight of component
pass and corresponding. In addition, the Real Coin30 index will determine the
index component proportion of different types of blockchain assets according to
the average trading volume of various blockchain assets in the previous quarter as
the weight, so as to reflect the comprehensive performance of blockchain assets

on the Real Coin platform and the overall development of various blockchain
technology applications.

Subscription of index
The public offering date of Real Coin 30 index will be announced on the Real
Coin platform, and the subscription period is one month.
Investors can freely choose the subscription currency: BTC, ETH, usdt and RCB.
The subscription rate will use the differential pricing method, and the graded
rate will be set according to the subscription amount. The larger the subscription
amount, the lower the rate, and the subscription fee will be borne by the investor.

Exchange of index
Real Coin30 corresponds to a basket of component pass, and the Real Coin30
held by investors can be directly converted into the corresponding pass.
The exchange fee depends on the exchange rate, which needs to be
confirmed according to the accumulated exchange value during the user's
exchange period. At present, BTC, ETH, usdt and real are supported. The Real Coin
platform will set a certain proportion for the daily convertible amount, and the
specific proportion will be announced when the Real Coin 30 index goes online.

Income and distribution of index
The Real Coin30 index allocates the excess return of the index once a quarter.

The allocation standard is the percentage of the cumulative return on the
benchmark date of Real Coin30 index income evaluation exceeding the index in
the same period, that is:
Excess return of Real Coin30 index = (cumulative rate of return - benchmark
index rate of return) * 100%
The specific percentage is based on the subscription amount of the whole
index and the overall market situation.
The return rate of the benchmark index is based on other representative
market indexes, which will be published when the Real Coin30 index goes online.
Forecast products
The Real Coin platform will also provide prediction products, make full use of
the decentralized and open nature of blockchain, remove the possible risks in the
centralized prediction market, and improve the accuracy of prediction by using
group wisdom. On the Real Coin platform, prediction products in various fields
(finance, information, insurance, sports, etc.) will be provided, and different
products will have corresponding bonus pools. Users make bets by paying real,
and some real enter the bonus pool. It is predicted that successful participants can
get RCB rewards.
At present, the prediction products developed by the platform are mainly
divided into two categories:
Price driven forecast products
At present, the price driven prediction products launched by the platform are

mainly based on indexes and mainstream digital assets, such as the rise and fall
and range of Real Coin30 index 24h, 7 days and 30 days; The rise, fall and range of
24h mainstream digital currencies such as BTC, Eth and usdt;
Event driven prediction products
Event driven prediction products will be closely combined with hot events,
such as the world cup and the U.S. general election.

4.1.5 traditional financial products
In order to meet the diversified investment needs and closely combine the
emerging token market and classical financial market, the Real Coin platform also
provides a variety of traditional financial instruments to create a trading market
interconnected by different markets with RCB as the medium.

Regular financial management
Real Coin will launch regular financial products, which are fixed rate of return
products. At present, the platform mainly cooperates with well-known financial
asset trading platforms and well-known guarantee companies at home and
abroad to provide investors with a variety of financial options. The platform
accesses the regular financial products of the third party through the API interface,
so as to provide users with convenient, low-risk and diversified financial products.

shares
Stock is not only the choice of medium and long-term investment, but also
the most important investment tool in the classical financial market. The Real Coin
platform will also provide the existing stocks of various sectors at home and
abroad. Users can find the list of stocks that can be traded in the product section
of the Real Coin platform. At the same time, the shares of Real Coin platform can
be traded by contract for di er - ence, which greatly reduces the transaction cost
of investors.

foreign exchange
The foreign exchange market is the largest market in the world, with an
average daily trading volume of more than US $5 trillion. This is a market that
fluctuates frequently and violently, and many changes can occur in a few seconds.
Therefore, foreign exchange traders are usually very active. Sometimes there is

only a few minutes between position establishment and closing. The Real Coin
platform will also provide corresponding foreign exchange trading market, foreign
exchange trading pair and foreign exchange leverage.

Bulk commodities
Some commodities are considered as safe haven assets, which means that
adding these commodities to high-risk asset portfolios can reduce the risk of asset
portfolios and increase the stability of returns. The Real Coin platform will also
increase commodity trading: such as gold, crude oil, natural gas, etc.

bond
The Real Coin platform will also provide bond trading zones, which are
classified according to the credit rating of bonds for investors with different risk
preferences to choose and invest.

4.2 services
4.2.1 social trading system
In the early days, financial transactions mostly referred to securities brokers
buying and selling financial assets on trading platforms for customers. At that
time, investors will find successful traders through various news and information,
and hope to follow their investment philosophy to obtain rich returns, which is
actually the prototype of social investment. With the development of information

technology, electronic trading has gradually become the main way for investors to
conduct financial transactions. Later, the emergence of social networks made the
financial market more transparent and the information more timely and
symmetrical. At this time, social platforms focusing on securities information
sharing appeared. Users can communicate and share investment decisions with
other investors on the platform, but such platforms do not support financial
trading services. For traditional brokers, if they can invite these investment
"experts" to their own platform to share their transactions, so that investors can
follow these experts for investment at low cost and low amount after opening an
account on the platform, it is bound to attract a large number of investors.

Therefore, Real Coin focuses on the combination of "social" and "trading" and
redefines the trading mode of financial products. It not only provides a platform
for traders to share ideas and experiences with each other, but also can pay
attention to the portfolio shared by excellent investors or others and copy its
operation in real time. Therefore, whether for professional investors or non
professional investors, social trading platforms can meet their use needs. This
revolutionary investment model will become the development trend of trading
platforms in the future.

1. Ranking of excellent investors
Any investor can publish his investment ideas, investment suggestions,

investment strategies and establish his own investment community in the
community. Other users can praise, reward and follow-up investment. These
behaviors will contribute achievement value to the publisher, and the rate of
return on investment and cumulative achievement value will generate a ranking
list of excellent investors.

2. Excellent investor column
Investors listed in the excellent ranking list can choose to set up a column to
write market analysis, currency analysis, investment experience, investment
knowledge and so on regularly or irregularly. On the one hand, it will bring highquality investment experience sharing to more investors. On the other hand, it will
attract more fans and supporters for itself, so as to expand its influence.

4.2.2 global 7*24 information system
The Real Coin trading platform is equipped with an independent information
column. Users can browse the industry information in real time in the Real Coin
platform, and the real-time key information will be broadcast at the top of the
trading platform for a short time. Industry information will be continuously
updated around the world 7 * 24.

4.2.3 diversity analysis system
1. Transaction analysis tools

Real provides a professional trading platform and coin.

Multiple chart types: Real Coin provides more than 10 types of charts, from
basic line chart and area chart to brick chart and Cargill chart, to help investors
observe the market from different angles.

Intelligent mapping tools: Real Coin provides users with more than 50 kinds of
intelligent mapping tools to help users analyze trends and find investment
opportunities. For example, users can set price coordinates to meet their own
analysis types; Alternatively, two independent price indicators can be set up in the
same chart: one is used to observe the indicator and the other is used to show the
price trend.

Price difference analysis tool: Real Coin will provide a unique price difference
analysis tool. Users can select a group they want to analyze the price difference,
between different digital currencies, between different transaction targets, and
even adjust the calculation formula according to different selection targets.

Multi graph layout tool: Real Coin realizes that eight charts can be opened at
the same time on one browser page, so as to observe the trend of different
markets or different cycles of the same trading object.

2. Market analysis system
In addition to providing users with a powerful transaction analysis system,
Real Coin will also provide traders with a comprehensive market analysis system to
help users conduct a comprehensive analysis from the aspects of market
information, currency information and so on.

3. Currency analysis: Real Coin will provide users with basic currency information,
position address ranking and top of digital currency.

4.2.4 customer service
1. Manual customer service
Since its establishment, the Real Coin platform has adhered to the core value
concept of "customer first", set up a special customer service hotline to provide 7
* 24 manual customer service for users in different countries, help customers
answer questions and solve doubts at the first time, shorten customers' waiting
time, and greatly improve customers' investment efficiency and platform
experience.

2. Intelligent risk preference assessment system
Relying on big data management and user self portrait analysis, Real Coin
trading platform provides users with an intelligent risk assessment system to

intelligently assess customers' risk tolerance and investment ability, and gradually
strengthen the construction of risk control system. On the basis of giving
customers timely and accurate risk indication, through the analysis and
assessment of customers' investment data and investment needs, Help customers
choose the investment mode most suitable for their own trading style and risk
control model.

3. Intelligent order execution transaction
Real Coin provides pending transactions. After the investor specifies the
transaction currency, amount and target price, once the quotation reaches or is
better than the price specified by the investor, the investor's instruction shall be
executed to complete the transaction. Pending orders differ according to different
transaction objects. Before the transaction, the user can also take the initiative to
cancel the non transaction order. After the user conducts the pending transaction,
the assets of the pending transaction will be frozen immediately. The assets
cannot be used for payment or other purposes unless the transaction is cancelled.

4. Multi platform terminal
Real Coin will provide four transaction clients: Web browser, windows system,
Android system and IOS system, and gradually develop Mac OS system, H5 mobile
browser and other clients in the later stage.

5. Multilingual support
The Real Coin trading platform will support more than 10 mainstream
languages, including English, French, Chinese, Japanese and Korean, so that
investors from different countries and regions can use the Real Coin trading
platform without barriers.

4.2.5 network wide transactions
The rapid prosperity of the encrypted asset market puts forward higher and
higher requirements for the service level of the trading platform, but the existing
trading platform has many problems, which are difficult to meet the diversified
investment needs of investors.

The transaction process is cumbersome.
For diversified investment, investors need to conduct high-frequency trading
on multiple trading platforms. At present, it can only be operated by keeping all
transaction accounts logged in and monitoring transaction accounts through
different interfaces. This mutual independence of encrypted trading platform
makes the trading process of investors very cumbersome, which not only affects
the investment experience, but also is more likely to cause certain losses.
Audit and compliance requirements
Generally speaking, institutions monitor and retain the details of their traders'

positions, triggers and pre trading restrictions. Many funds trade and monitor
encrypted investments through spreadsheets. Investors need to provide solutions
with professional trading orders, compliance and risk management functions to
meet their regulatory and operational needs. Therefore, for large institutional
investors, the procedures of audit and compliance requirements are more complex.

Risk management requirements
Usually, the portfolio is composed of decentralized orders on multiple trading
platforms with different user interfaces. Executing orders on these different
trading platforms makes risk management more challenging due to diversified
orders and differentiated prices.

Network wide transaction solution
Real Coin will provide universal, high-frequency, explicit and in-depth whole
network transactions to provide solutions for such pain points. The Real Coin
platform connects with other trading platforms through API interface to provide
investors with a comprehensive order and execution management system (OEMs),
so as to meet the needs of users for all financial product transactions. At the same
time, the Real Coin platform will also provide algorithms execution and price
management system (PMS) based on AI in-depth learning to provide strong
technical and system support for the whole network transaction process.

Order and execution management system (OEMs)
Real Coin directly connects the trading orders of many trading platforms
(including buy order and sell order) through API interface, and provides as many
trading varieties as possible, including but not limited to mainstream currency,
potential currency, newly listed currency, platform currency, etc. The Real Coin
platform manages and tracks the orders issued in the trading system, grasps the
progress and completion of orders, and improves the efficiency in the trading
process. For newly listed currencies, sometimes they are only traded on some
smaller trading platforms. Users can directly connect to the trading variety
through the platform of Real Coin, so as to realize as many full variety transactions
as possible.

Price management system (PMS)
The Real Coin platform will comprehensively display the price, quantity and
other order information of different trading platforms, including the whole
process from ordering, trading to order completion. The Real Coin platform will
directly connect the transaction quotation of major trading platforms and conduct
real-time transaction audit on the quotation system.

4.2.6 market maker system
Operation mechanism of market maker
The market maker system is an order driven trading mechanism. Different from
the implicit quotation in the bidding transaction, the market maker makes explicit
two-way quotation at the same time and realizes the trading transaction on the
price it actively quoted. Therefore, the source of its profit lies in the price
difference between the buying and selling sides. In order to improve liquidity as
much as possible, the Real Coin platform adopts a competitive market maker
system, that is, there are multiple market makers for the same pass, and market
makers are allowed to enter and exit freely at the same time. In order to
encourage market makers to create liquidity for the trading platform, the Real
Coin platform will provide interest free capital allocation for market makers.

Take the transaction of BTC as an example:

Business audit
In order to maintain sufficient liquidity of the trading platform, Real Coin
supports institutions and any individual with resources to apply to become a
market maker. At the same time, the Real Coin platform will also set up an audit
committee to conduct regular or irregular qualification audits for institutions or
individuals applying to become market makers. Specifically, the key points of the
audit are:

Whether it has strong financial strength;
Whether it has good certificate asset management ability;
Whether have the ability of accurate quotation and strong analysis ability;

4.2.7 open quantitative strategy development platform

Quantitative strategy refers to the whole transaction process, from data
receiving, processing to transaction execution, which is automatically completed
by computer program. The Real Coin platform will closely combine the blockchain
technology and AI deep learning technology to provide technical support for the
quantitative strategy development of trading products. On the Real Coin platform,
users can choose the quantitative strategy developed by individual developers or
the quantitative strategy provided by the platform for investment according to
their own conditions.

1. Quantitative strategy provided by the platform

Statistical arbitrage > market neutral arbitrage
The basic logic is to go long in undervalued circulars and short in overvalued
circulars, so as to maintain the neutrality of the overall position. > Cross trading
platform arbitrage

There are differences in the price of the same digital asset between different
trading platforms in the market, so the strategy is to make profit by using the
price difference of the same digital asset on different trading platforms, that is,
buy on the trading platform with lower price of digital asset, and then sell on the
trading platform with higher price. At the same time, the strategy needs to
consider the asset transfer fee and transaction handling fee between trading
platforms

Cross asset arbitrage

This strategy uses the price difference between derivative assets and their
underlying assets for statistical arbitrage, such as the difference between the Real
Coin30 index and the pass price of this index component. Event driven strategy
(event driven study) event driven strategy is the most widely used strategy of
international hedge funds, and the Real Coin platform will also provide users with
this strategy. The implementation of specific strategies will be divided into the
following steps:

Research and judgment of short-term trend

Judging the medium and short-term trend of the market as a whole is the key
to the success of the event driven strategy.

Potential event analysis

Through field research, industry communication, rumor verification, data
statistics, rule analysis, data mining, logical judgment, etc

A series of reasonable means to analyze the general content and time range
of the "good news" to be released in advance. The main purpose of this link is to
find the event types with high correlation with the price fluctuation of the pass in
the near future, find the most qualified pass according to a series of conditions
such as the general content of the potential event, the certainty of the publication
time and the mainstream preference of the recent market, and then formulate the
trading strategy of the target pass through the analysis of similar events in history.
Potential events in the field of pass are mostly related to project progress, market
heat, etc.

Choose an opportunity to buy in advance

"Advance" refers to bargain hunting before the potential events of the target
pass become clear or widely spread in the market.

Sell at a high opportunity

There are two conditions for selling the event driven strategy. One is the
clarification of potential events, such as the expected completion of technology
research and development on schedule; Second, the excess return rate of the
target pass is close to or exceeds the recent average excess return rate of such
events. As long as any of the above conditions is met, investors should consider
selling at a high price.

2. Quantitative strategies independently developed by investors

The Real Coin platform will fully reflect the characteristics of community
autonomy and provide investors with a platform for quantitative development.
Investors can independently develop quantitative strategies according to their
needs.

4.2.8 financing and currency services
The Real Coin trading platform will provide investors with flexible financing
services to meet the needs of investors with different risk preferences. The
maximum leverage ratio of financing currency will adopt multiple decision
mechanism. First, the platform will limit the mortgage proportion and leverage
ratio of users' single digital assets. Secondly, the total leverage ratio of users is
weighted according to the total position of users and the proportion of digital

assets in each position. The Real Coin platform requires that the total leverage
ratio of users is no more than 3.

4.2.9 fixed support system
The Real Coin platform will provide users with a complete guarantee system.
As it is difficult for users to make up for the losses caused by platform
vulnerabilities or currency project vulnerabilities, the Real Coin platform will
establish a fixed user security fund pool. Once a similar event occurs, the platform
will immediately start corresponding emergency measures. After the event is
resolved, the platform will verify the user losses at the first time, and then
compensate users according to a certain proportion for the user losses to
minimize the user losses, Protect the rights and interests of users.

4.3 community
4.3.1 personal account
1. Concern
Users can pay attention to other users in the community according to their
preferences.
2. Like and collect
Users can collect favorite content or like it. The more high-quality content
they get, the more they will be pushed.
3. Recommendation and evaluation

Users can comment, recommend and forward the content. In order to avoid
the phenomenon of comment fraud, all data in the ecosystem will be linked and
traceable.
4. Intelligent push
According to users' positions and concerns, the system will intelligently push
the latest market, short-term sharp rise / fall, trading volume and other
information of relevant digital assets.
In addition to setting up a real-time chat room for the whole platform in the
exchange community, a 7x24 hour project column will also be set up for each
project. All investors and enthusiasts can answer questions, solve doubts and
share investment experience.

4.3.2 social matching
According to the user's position and attention to the content of digital assets,
the system automatically matches the relevant project information (such as
founder twitter, official blog, etc.), and will also recommend relevant friends and
investment experts to meet the social investment needs of users and
communication.

4.3.3 user reward
In the above social environment, users can use the RCB or mainstream digital
assets in their hands for small rewards. 100% of the rewarded objects receive

rewards and directly enter the individual account of the rewarded person.
4.3.4 investor education community
At present, the investor education of digital assets is still in its infancy. Many
investors have serious personal investment losses due to the lack of correct
investment ideas and necessary investment skills. Real Coin platform will fund the
establishment of an investor education community, which will be jointly built by
community members to carry out education on basic knowledge of digital assets
and correct investment philosophy, and design exclusive advanced learning
courses according to user needs, providing massive investment dry goods,
fundamental analysis, technical analysis, global economic data and major
information, analysis of investment practical skills and regular lectures and
exhibitions, Step by step to help investors with different experience levels and
cognitive abilities have a comprehensive and in-depth understanding of the digital
money investment market

4.3.5 safety system
The Real Coin platform will adopt the central bank level security system
design, including system design and management. Technical requirements involve
five dimensions: physical security, network security, host security, application
security and data security. The technical system of Real Coin platform takes
multiple protection as the core concept, establishes multi-level information system,
divides computing environment, regional boundary, communication network and

management center, and carries out subregional protection in combination with
the current situation of operation system and business.

Management involves safety management system, safety management
organization, personnel safety management, system construction management
and system operation and maintenance management. The management system is
scientific from four processes: establishment, implementation and execution,
monitoring and audit, maintenance and improvement.

4.3.6 matrix transaction engine
In order to realize the top information flow processing capability and ensure

accurate information arrival and error free processing results, the Real Coin trading
platform adopts the independently developed matrix engine system. After testing,
the engine system will realize the transaction processing speed with the limit peak
value of 5 million TPS, and the transaction matching efficiency is 35% - 40% higher
than that of the same industry, providing basic technical support for the stable
and efficient operation of the platform; At the same time, the Real Coin platform
will integrate and optimize the cloud computing configuration of each node, so
that the Real Coin can reach the processing speed of the world's top stock futures
trading platform.

4.3.7 Wallet system
The asset account of Real Coin trading platform adopts the Luna wallet
system independently developed. The wallet design takes ensuring the safety of
users' assets as the highest goal, and takes efficient independent replenishment of
assets as the core development function.

The Real Coin wallet system adopts the separation management of hot and cold
wallets, and uses multi signature technology to monitor the status of wallets and
assets in real time. At the same time, through a special private key management
method, it can improve the security of wallets to the greatest extent on the
premise of ensuring the charging efficiency of users.

4.3.8 performance expansion system
Real Coin establishes a redundant expansion system based on load balancing
technology. Load balancing is the process of distributing the received requests to
different servers according to a certain algorithm. Common load balancing
algorithms include random method, polling, random with weight, ratio, priority,
minimum number of connections, fastest response speed, observation method,
prediction method, dynamic performance allocation and so on. The load not only
needs to be balanced between user requests and servers, but also needs to be

balanced in other stages, so as to better obtain scalability and redundancy.

The Real Coin platform will realize load balancing in the following three levels, as
shown in the figure below:

(1) The user requests to the front-end server; (2) From the front-end server to the
internal back-end platform layer; (3) Back end platform layer to database.

In the implementation of load balancing, the Real Coin platform chooses to
use the form of hardware load balancing to ensure the highest quality
performance expansion. In this way, the request allocation is completed directly at
the hardware level, and high performance can be obtained.

4.4 new functions
4.4.1 cross chain transactions
The Real Coin decentralized trading platform based on atomic exchange
technology can be used to exchange assets with accounts holding different chains
without trust.

4.4.2 data uplink (transaction, community content and other data)
The Real Coin decentralized trading platform will realize the uplink of all data,
including user comments, published articles, chat records between user
communities, user transaction records, etc. Its sole purpose is to ensure that any
data generated on the Real Coin platform is effectively saved and that it is not

tampered with.

Data chaining does not mean data disclosure or privacy disclosure. Different data
have different permission levels. Users can choose different permission levels to
limit the access to personal related information.

4.5 technical realization
4.5.1 relay concept
From a technical point of view, in order to realize cross chain de trust
transactions, two counter things need to create tasks on their respective chains,
and their task processing needs to be consistent, that is, both are executed or
neither is executed. We can create an effective alternative method to represent the
assets on the general ledger chain with certificates and issued assets on the
external chain, so as to relieve the pressure on the main chain and avoid waiting a
lot of time for block confirmation.

When the user intends to withdraw or deposit assets, a corresponding
creation request will be made. In order to make the order requests of different
users match successfully, we provide an order matching market, that is, atomic
swap market. When depositors and withdrawers with complementary needs in the
market find each other, there will be an atomic exchange between them, and each
party will obtain the assets they need.

4.5.2 shared liquidity
The relay order book technology of open source decentralized transaction
protocol is adopted to realize decentralized off chain matching transactions by
broadcasting orders to one or more trading platforms. This joint and competitive
matching mechanism can provide users with more favorable transaction price and
greater liquidity.

4.5.3 transaction mechanism of de trust
Real Coin adopts distributed network construction, which can not only
eliminate the single point of failure under the centralized system and ensure
uninterrupted operation, but also completely eliminate the counterparty risk
because each transaction is settled automatically.

4.5.4 very low service charge (gas)
In the atomic swap market, the market mechanism of supply and demand
regulation determines the extraction cost. When the initial cost is too high, only a
large amount can be withdrawn through the withdrawal mechanism. Among them,
a small amount of small profits obtained through atomic exchange will be
collected by professional exchange personnel, who will continue to accumulate
small assets, make major withdrawals on a regular basis and pay withdrawal fees
from profits. So as to speed up access and pay very low handling fees.

4.6 highlights
4.6.1 high security
The Real Coin decentralized trading platform will be built on the selfdeveloped underlying blockchain network and learn from the previous mature
public chain system to ensure the highest level of security.
4.6.2 transaction speed
The underlying blockchain network independently developed by Real Coin
ensures that users can enjoy the top-level transaction speed experience, and the
maximum transaction speed can reach the order of millions.
4.6.3 transparency
The Real Coin decentralized trading platform will link the trading information
and eliminate the behaviors that may occur in the operation of the centralized
trading platform, such as falsely increasing IOU, misappropriating user margin and
making bet against the market; Reduce the use risk of the trading platform and
increase the transparency of the trading platform.
Many centralized trading platforms collect user information through KYC,
which increases the risk of user information disclosure. Real Coin decentralized
trading platform will encrypt user information and transaction information
through cryptography technology to protect the privacy of user information.

4.6.4 low transaction cost

Real Coin decentralized trading platform will provide flexible and diverse
trading methods for users to choose. Users with a large amount of transaction
funds can choose to link the information of the whole transaction process. In this
way, the security of the transaction has the highest guarantee; At the same time,
because each link needs to consume gas fees, the transaction cost is high, and
users with a small amount of funds or no requirements for security can choose to
link some transaction process information. They only need to put the settlement
information of the transaction on the chain, and the transaction matching,
trusteeship and other processes are carried out off the chain, resulting in a lower
transaction cost.

E. Real incubation laboratory.
Real incubation laboratory aims to provide a new environment of openness,
symbiosis, innovation and development for blockchain entrepreneurs and
promote the development of the whole blockchain industry. The incubator will
serve the blockchain project team and provide them with financial support,
technical support, consultation and training, resource docking, new currency
listing and other services.

5.1 financial support
RCB will provide initial start-up funds for excellent start-up blockchain projects,
help the project landing and incubation, so as to empower top regional chain and

encryption asset talents, enterprises and communities. At the same time, it will
connect with other capital in the industry, guide market capital to form industrial,
regional and industrial sectors, and incubate new business models through
investment services, project docking, transaction agency, intellectual property
operation, financing guarantee, equity crowdfunding and other forms.

5.2 technical support
Real Coin will establish a technology docking platform to connect with
domestic and foreign excellent professional suppliers of blockchain underlying
technology and provide relevant solutions for initial projects.

5.3 consultation and training
The incubated blockchain start-ups will obtain consulting services in the
incubator, including technical architecture review, product market analysis, token
economy building, ICO consulting, listing consulting and other professional
services, as well as general business agency services. In addition to the training of
blockchain experts and entrepreneurs in the blockchain, Singapore will also hold
various kinds of "blockchain incubator" seminars to make up for the shortage of
blockchain experts and entrepreneurs in the blockchain.
Resource docking
Real will also provide its own industry resources, partners and technical
solutions for incubated blockchain projects. Real provides expert teams covering

different businesses for the blockchain project, acting as consultants and
consultants, and provides them with rich resources such as operation, corporate
governance and project management to help the blockchain project advance
steadily and realize the business vision as soon as possible.
Currency service
Projects incubated by real will give priority to trading on the Real Coin trading
platform.

Auster Era
Like the origin of electromagnetism, in 1820, 43 year old Osman discovered
the effect of current on magnetic needle in an accidental experiment, and the
electromagnetic connection took place. At this stage, the Real Coin trading system
will be launched. At the initial stage, the trading system will provide currency

trading, OTC legal currency exchange, whole network trading and other services.
At the same time, real and multiple platform mobile terminals will be launched. At
this time, the Real Coin platform is just like the electromagnetic effect has just
been discovered. It has unlimited prospects, but its functions need to be expanded.

Faraday Era
In 1831, Faraday's key breakthrough in power field made magnetoelectricity a
reality, lit a prairie fire for the industrial revolution and changed the process of
human civilization forever. At this stage, the Real Coin trading platform, online
social platform and strategy development platform, as well as diversified
derivatives and traditional financial products will also be launched. After that, the
big data analysis system and AI in-depth learning will be launched to truly realize
intelligent trading. At this stage, with the increase of users' investment tools, the
dividend cashing of social attributes of the exchange, the flexibility and depth of
the trading market, Real Coin has truly become a diversified trading platform
including trading, information and social networking.

Maxwell Era
Maxwell made a systematic and comprehensive research on electromagnetic
phenomena. In 1873, he published the scientific masterpiece electromagnetic
theory, which perfectly expounded the electromagnetic field theory. This theory
became an important pillar of classical physics and immediately opened the

modern electrical engineering and modern civilization. At this stage, the Real Coin
platform has abandoned the centralized attribute and evolved into a Real Coin
decentralized trading platform, providing users with a safe, transparent and
efficient trading environment, which is the ultimate model for the development of
trading platforms in the future.

F. RCB issuance plan
6.1 certificate distribution plan
The token launched by the Real Coin trading platform is Real Coin bank, referred
to as "RCB", with a total issuance of 300 million and no additional issuance (RCB
repurchase plan will repurchase and destroy 40 million tokens in total). Among
them, 40% are reserved by the foundation for ecological development such as
operation, business promotion and community incentive, 15% for investor
protection fund, 20% for founding team and 25% for Real Coin.

The fund of the foundation uses the profits generated by the fireball capital
investment project to conduct repurchase transactions. The workload proves that
RCB is a transaction, that is, mining.

The team keeps the pass locked for 3 years, releasing 30% at the end of the first
year, 30% at the end of the second year and 40% at the end of the third year;
There are two rounds of RCB raising: the first round is institutional round,
accounting for 15% of the total, 50% will be released directly after listing, and then
10% will be released every month; The second round is an open round,
accounting for 10% of the total, which will be released directly after the listing of
the pass.

6.2 fund allocation plan
The funds raised by public offering shall be distributed according to the following
proportion:

30% is used for technology development and system development of Real Coin
platform, including employee incentive, project R & D funds, internal team
construction, development and procurement of collaboration tools; 55% is used
for the market expansion of Real Coin platform, including brand construction and
operation promotion, and for the market activities of Real Coin brand; 15% as the
reserve fund of Real Coin platform to deal with various emergencies.

6.3 investor protection fund
The purpose of Real Coin trading platform is to put the interests of investors
first. We will do our best in the security protection of the underlying architecture
and the screening of listed projects, and strive to provide valuable blockchain
projects while protecting the security of investors' funds. In addition, the Real Coin
trading platform will reserve 25% of the RCB pass as an investor protection fund
to deal with various emergencies that affect the vital interests of investors. This

part of the fund will remain frozen and can only be unfrozen under the following
specific circumstances:

For currencies listed on the Real Coin trading platform, if the currency value is
cleared due to abnormal conditions, the Real Coin platform will start the investor
protection fund and give a certain proportion of compensation to users who buy
and hold the token on the Real Coin platform.

If the user's property is lost due to the platform's own technical reasons (except
for force majeure factors), the Real Coin platform will start the investor protection
fund to compensate a certain proportion of the lost users.

When there is a serious break in the initial project on the platform, the Real Coin
platform will start the investor protection fund to compensate a certain
proportion of users who buy and hold the token on the platform.

6.4 token repurchase mechanism
50% of the profit of each quarter will be used for RCB repurchase, and the
repurchased RCBs will be permanently destroyed at the address without private
key until 40 million RCBs are destroyed, and the repurchase plan will be
automatically terminated. In order to ensure the openness and transparency of the
repurchase process, all repurchase information will be broadcast on the whole

network.

G. RCB (token economy)
The holders of RCB enjoy such rights and interests in the RCB pass economy
system, such as transaction discount, irregular reward, strategic follow-up
investment, new currency listing voting, financial management plan, holding RCB
reward, strategic follow-up investment and applying to become a certified
merchant.
The super node is added in the figure, and the technical service fee is:

7.1 reward
The Real Coin platform will randomly carry out bonus activities. During the
activity period, users holding RCB can receive a certain amount of platform
rewards within a specific period of time. The total amount of rewards depends on
the handling fees generated by all trading activities of the whole platform of Real

Coin in the current period. Only some tokens in circulation have the opportunity
to enjoy the reward of the activity, and all tokens in the lock-in period will not
participate in the activity (except for the regular financial plan). In addition, in
order to obtain this part of the reward, RCB token holders need to store the
tokens in the Real Coin platform.

7.2 tracking high-quality investment strategy
After discovering the high-quality investment strategy, users can automatically
follow up by paying RCB; High quality investors (or intelligent investment
consulting companies) can also share their investment strategies through the Real
Coin platform. If they are followed by other users, they will receive corresponding
follow-up fees.

7.3 legal currency transaction authority
Ex provides legal currency transaction pair services of BTC, Eth and usdt with
high trust. Users who want to become certified merchants need to freeze a certain
RCB as a deposit before they can obtain the exclusive logo of the merchant, so as
to publish advertisements on the Real Coin legal currency trading platform and
provide legal currency trading services.

7.4 new currency listing voting

The projects applying for listing on the Real Coin platform in each phase will
be put on the Real Coin voting interface after being strictly screened by the Real
Coin listing committee. All RCB holders can participate in the voting activities of
the new currency listing and jointly decide the final listing project.

7.5 financial management plan
The Real Coin trading platform will open the regular storage plan of digital
currency. Each storage plan has a corresponding storage cycle and rate of return.
Investors can freely buy financial plans. The principal after purchase will be locked,
and the principal and interest will be unlocked and transferred into the account at
the same time after the expiration of the project. RCB in the regular storage plan
will still receive dividend reward, but will not be able to exercise the voting right of
new currency listing.

7.6 decentralized trading fuel
After the Real Coin decentralized platform goes online, users need to
consume a certain amount of RCB to use the decentralized transaction function.

7.7 Real Coin to all currency transactions
All projects listed on the Real Coin platform can be traded with RCB, and
investors can freely buy digital currencies on the platform by holding RCB.

H. Introduction to the founding team

Nikolaj Martyniuk
Co founder and CEO
He has the background of international renewable energy development, from
factory construction to energy sales through independent energy suppliers.
Nikolaj is responsible for overall strategy and business development.

Artoras asakavicius co founder
With regulatory and financial technology background. Over the past five years, he
has led a team of lawyers responsible for all fintech, blockchain and
cryptocurrency related businesses and services of Baltics sorainen's largest law
firm
Supervision. Arturas focuses on the legal aspects of investor relations and
business. He is also the chairman of the Lithuanian Association for financial

technology and has been twice recognized by the European Commission as a
Lithuanian crowdfunding sponsor.

Brendan Iribe
Former CEO and CTO of oculus, a virtual reality (VR) device manufacturer under
Facebook
Brendan Iribe was the chief technology officer of DSO in large countries and
worked in the cause of green energy integration and smart grid
He has 7 years of experience in all aspects. He is responsible for the formulation
and implementation of DSO strategic plan, the smart grid technology roadmap
and the management of the whole information technology and operation
technology enterprise architecture. Kaspar is a famous speaker in the digitization
of energy systems at various European Conferences, focusing on the construction
and implementation of big data analysis systems and intelligent instruments.

Heikki Kolko integrated systems architect
Heikki is the chief consultant of the consulting service team of catapult research
laboratory. His position is to lead the overall activities of our three consulting
service projects: system integration, post security risk assessment support,
business analysis and information technology control support. Prior to working in
catapult research, Heikki worked in different positions in elektrilevi, Estonia's
largest distribution system operator, for 10 years
More than years. He began as a SCADA engineer, participating in and leading
different projects, such as the transition to IP based SCADA network and
upgrading elektrilev's SCADA system. After that, he was responsible for defining
the use cases of the control center in all major IT development and
implementation projects of elektrilevi, including customer information system,
multiple asset management systems and intelligent measurement system.

I. Introduction to the foundation
Real Coin foundation is a professional investment organization registered in
Singapore. It began to work in Singapore in 2016 and is committed to sustainable
energy development in Singapore. The foundation is registered and established a
representative office in Singapore according to law, and the registration certificate
is issued by VIP city. The business competent unit is the national development and
Reform Commission of Singapore.

The vision of the Real Coin foundation is to promote prosperity, development and
climate security in Singapore and the world by promoting sustainable energy. Our
mission is to promote Singapore and the world to achieve climate neutrality and
world leading air quality by promoting energy transformation and optimizing
economic structure, implement the right of everyone to enjoy useful energy and
achieve green economic growth. We are committed to building a professional
foundation with a strategic vision. As a re donor, coordinator and strategic adviser,
we can effectively promote the achievement of our mission.

Our project funding areas include power, industry, transportation, cities,
environmental

management,

low-carbon

transformation

and

strategic

communication. By funding relevant institutions in Singapore to carry out policy
and standard research, promote capacity-building and international cooperation,
and help Singapore meet the challenges of development, energy, environment

and climate change. In addition to one belt, one road is to work in support of the
above seven areas. We are also committed to supporting the research and
practice of comprehensive topics that have important impact on the development
of low-carbon in Singapore. We have set up six integrated working groups: the
medium and long-term low-carbon development strategy in Singapore, the one
belt, the two track cooperation, air quality, urbanization and electrification.

By the end of 2018, the number of projects funded by the energy foundation in
Singapore had reached 2739, and the cumulative amount of grants had exceeded
US $300 million. There are more than 750 project units, including domestic and
foreign first-class policy research institutions, colleges and universities, industry
associations, local energy-saving institutions and non-governmental organizations,
such as the development research center of the State Council, the Energy Research
Institute of the national development and Reform Commission, the National
Center for strategic research and international cooperation on climate change, the
Institute of environmental planning of the Ministry of ecology and environment,
the Singapore Academy of Sciences, the Singapore Academy of Social Sciences,
Tsinghua University Public environment research center, energy and transportation
innovation center, etc.

J. Disclaimer
This white paper is only used to convey information to specific objects who
take the initiative to ask for project information. It does not constitute any
investment guidance in the future, nor is it a contract or commitment in any form.
Due to many uncertainties in the pass itself, in the foreseeable future,
governments may introduce regulatory regulations in the pass field, and the pass
purchased by early investors may be greatly affected, including but not limited to
fluctuations or restrictions in price and marketability.

RCB is the official pass of Real Coin project. It is an important tool for the
efficiency of the platform. It is not an investment product and does not belong to
the following categories: (a) any kind of currency; (b) Securities; (c) Equity interests
in legal entities; (d) Shares, bonds, notes, warrants, certificates or other
instruments conferring any rights. Buying RCB will not give you ownership, control
and decision-making power of the company.

Once participants participate in the RCB pass distribution plan, they
understand and accept the risks of the project and are willing to bear all
corresponding consequences. Participants must always comply with the relevant
laws of their country or state on encryption pass. The Real Coin team will not be
responsible for the consequences of investors' personal actions, and investors
have no right to pursue any legal liability against any member of the Real Coin

project team. Please read our terms of service carefully before purchasing RCB. If
you have any questions, you should consult your professional consultant.

The Real Coin team will spare no effort to achieve the objectives mentioned in
the document. However, due to the existence of force majeure, the team cannot
fully make the commitment to complete. During the development process, the
platform may be updated, and some contents of the document will be adjusted
accordingly in the new white paper with the progress of the project. The team will
publish the updated contents and technical progress to the public by publishing
announcements on the website or the new white paper. Participants must log in to
the official website of Real Coin project in time to obtain the latest version of
white paper and relevant announcements, and adjust their decisions in time
according to the updated contents. The Real Coin team makes it clear that it will
not bear the losses caused by the participants due to (I) reliance on the contents
of this document, (II) inaccuracy of the information in this document, and (III) any
behavior caused by this document.

Technical risk
Firstly, the project is based on blockchain technology and due to the
limitations of the existing public chain. Thirdly, during the process of project
update and adjustment, vulnerabilities may be found, which can be remedied by
issuing patches, but the degree of impact caused by vulnerabilities cannot be

guaranteed.

Safety risk
In terms of security, the amount of a single supporter is very small, but the
total number is large, which also puts forward high requirements for the security
of the project. The pass is anonymous and difficult to trace. It is easy to be used by
criminals, attacked by hackers, or may involve criminal acts such as illegal asset
transfer. Other risks unknown at present: with the continuous development of
block connection technology and the overall situation of the industry, Real Coin
may face some unexpected risks. Please fully understand the team background,
the overall framework and ideas of the project, reasonably adjust your vision and
rationally participate in the token exchange before making the participation
decision.

